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Editorial
It is the last Thursday of January (already)
and here we are with your edition of Project
Cargo Weekly. As mentioned in the latest
issue of PCW I spent the last 12 days in
Asia and in fact just got back to Europe
yesterday afternoon (y class on SAS, so I
wasn't interrupted unduly by service... ).
I spent the last 4 days of the trip in Kota Kinabalu, Borneo, East
Malaysia. Kota Kinabalu (KK) is located not far from the Sultanate
of Brunei and is famous not only for oil/gas but also for lush
rainforests and incredible nature and wildlife. (view photos from
my trip here).

Sharaf Shipping Agency – Saudi Arabia

By coincidence, a Danish friend of mine, active in oil/gas business,
lives in KK and runs a travel agency with his wife. You may wish
to take a look at the interview I made with him further below (if
you book anything let me know so I can claim a free trip... ). He
has also organized group events for logistics companies before,
most recently for a global project forwarder's worldwide management meeting in KK. Rumour has it that several orangutangs were
spotted in town during that time .

What are the main activities of Sharaf Shipping Agency in
Saudi Arabia? Sharaf is a larger group, can you tell us more
about the group?

Kota Kinabalu is also a place where I bought a small condo a few
years back. At the time I was visiting for shipping purposes, with
some heavy machinery coming into Sipitang - a paper mill owned
by Indians.
There are many direct flights from outside Borneo into the island
now, in particular with Air Asia being active and a huge increase
in Chinese tourism. Let us hope that the environment will continue to be protected and that the hunger for profit will not jeopardize the fragile eco-balance.
The internet was down in my condo, so I was without news for a
few days, but that felt like a kind of freedom too. I can recommend it, try and turn off all news channels and you will avoid
listening every 5 minutes to the Washington budget circus and so
many other things happening that the mainstream news media
seems to repeat constantly.
For interviews this week we start off with a shipping agency based
in the Middle East who are also active project freight forwarders
in Saudi Arabia, a place where you do indeed need contacts to
operate. Then we interview a Shipping Agency in East Malaysia
and the travel agency mentioned above.
We round off our newsletter with sector news for the active salesperson as well as the video, photo and wise words of the week.
Wishing you a good read and until next time I remain...

Captain Arup Gupta
Country Manager

Sharaf Shipping Agency Saudi Arabia, provides a wide range of
services in Shipping, Supply Chain and Logistics solutions. Sharaf
Shipping Agency has been active in the Kingdom since 2005.
Sharaf Shipping Agency has expertise in handling Dry Bulk
Services, Tanker Services, General Cargo, Ro-Ro Services, Liner
Services and Offshore Services. Sharaf Shipping Agency provides
Freight Forwarding, Tank Containers, Customs Clearance &
Forwarding, Project Cargo, and Warehousing.
Sharaf Shipping Agency (SSA) is a member of Sharaf Group
(www.sharafgroup.com). Sharaf Group is a highly diversified
business with operations in the areas of Shipping, Logistics,
Supply Chain, Retail, Travel & Tourism, Information Technology,
Financial Services, Hospitality & Real Estate, Education, and
Manufacturing.
The Group is headquartered in Dubai and operates in 40 countries
across the Middle East, Africa, the Indian subcontinent and Asia.
It employs more than 9,500 people drawn from a wide range of
nationalities.

What is the business outlook in Saudi Arabia at the
moment?
With the recent development towards both diversification and
reforming the Saudi Arabia economy, the transformation of Saudi
Arabia is underway with greater things to come. The outlook is
very optimistic. With a population of about 36 million, the recently
launched ‘Vision 2030’ and the ‘National Transformation Plan’
map out the strategy of Saudi Arabia to transform the economy
into a strong, diversified and vibrant one, taking away its dependence on oil-based revenues.
Sharaf Shipping Agency with a passion to serve our customers is
ready to put in efforts in fulfilling this goal.
We aim to deliver service to the highest standards with attention
to detail and true to our motto “Second to none, because seconds
matter!”
Saudi Arabia has many ports, what are the main ones? Are
there particular ports used for project cargoes? Is it a problem to find floating cranes or heavy crane capacity in some
ports or is that generally available?
Saudi Arabia is a large country with sea coasts on both sides (Red
Sea Coast and Arabian Gulf Coast). The map below outlines the
main seaports of Saudi Arabia.

Transformers handled by Sharaf Shipping Agency for sites at
Aindar and Foudah

Industrial zones are centered on the ports of Yanbu Industrial
Port, Jubail Industrial Port, Rabigh, Jizan (including a new port at
Baish, located 70kms north of Jizan). Other ports of Yanbu
Commercial Port and Jubail Commercial Port serve petrochemical
exports and the movement of raw materials.
Industrial Ports are now equipped with Gottwald cranes for heavy
lifts. Further, numerous operators have the equipment to facilitate
movement of heavy project cargoes and lifts. Solutions are available for specific inquiries.

Seaports of Saudi Arabia

Transformers handled by Sharaf Shipping Agency for sites at
Aindar and Foudah

Sharaf Shipping Agency has its own offices at all the seaports on
the map.

Can you provide us with a few examples of project cargoes
that you have handled?

Main gateway ports for commercial export/import cargoes are
Dammam, Jeddah and King Abdullah Port. Riyadh is a dry port
connected with Dammam by railroad. Riyadh is an acceptable bill
of lading (BL) point for all carriers.

We handled transformers for sites at Aindar and Foudah in a
turnkey project that included receiving the transformers under
hook and delivering up to the installation at site.

For a better understanding, the west coast from the north has a
total of 6 ports: Diba, Yanbu, Rabigh, King Abdullah Port (KAP),
Jeddah, Jizan.
The east coast has 5 ports: Ras Al Khafji, Ras Al Khair Jubail
Dammam, and Ras Tanura.
The central region of Riyadh is connected by rail via Dammam.
The main commercial ports are Jeddah, King Abdullah Port (KAP),
Riyadh, and Dammam while the main industrial ports are Yanbu,
Rabigh, and Jubail.
Transformers handled by Sharaf Shipping Agency for sites at
Aindar and Foudah

We handled the discharging of STS cranes for the new berth at
RSGT Container Terminal.

Discharging STS cranes for the new berth at RSGT Container Terminal
Discharging STS cranes for the new berth at RSGT Container Terminal

Where can Sharaf Shipping provide inland transportation
services to? Does customs clearance normally take place in
port?
Inward customs clearance takes place at the port of entry/discharge, be it seaport, airport or land border. Sharaf Shipping can
provide inland transportation services to door within Saudi Arabia
as required by the customer. We can also provide road transport
within GCC countries.
Recently, Saudi Arabia and Iraq agreed to open up land borders.
With Iraq moving towards peace and focusing on rebuilding and
with Sharaf Shipping Agency having its own office in Iraq, we are
in good position to cater to customer requirements both by road
and sea to Iraq.
During the religious month of Ramadan and other religious
holidays, is the work in ports still ongoing as usual?
In the holy month of Ramadan fasting during daytime is the
norm. Office hours are reduced by 2 hours. However, as we are a
service industry, the team is geared to fulfill its tasks, after breaking fast in the evening, to put in extra hours in order to ensure
that customers get good service.
During Ramadan, the port operations are 24×7 at all Saudi Ports
and Terminals irrespective of Ramadan and other religious
holidays. However, during Ramadan due to fasting, the outturn
during the day is slow but the operations are continuous.
Any rule of thumb or good advice that you could give our
readers if/when they have cargoes to ship to/from Saudi
Arabia?

Interviewee:
Capt. Arup Gupta
Country Manager
arup.gupta@ssajeddah.com
Sharaf Shipping Agency Saudi Arabia
www.sharafshippingksa.com

AML Shipping (Sabah)
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Mr. Collin Wong
Manager
Tell us a bit about AML Shipping in East Malaysia. What are
the main activities of your company, where do you have
offices and when did you establish your offices in East
Malaysia?
AML Shipping Sdn Bhd was incorporated in March 2016. We
operate domestic containerized shipping services between Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah, Sarawak, and Muara, East Malaysia.
By the end of 2016, a subsidiary company called AML Shipping (
Sabah ) Sdn Bhd was formed to serve as dedicated sub-agent for
what is currently the world’s third-largest main line operator –
CMA CGM group in East Malaysia.
We have local offices in Sabah (Kota Kinabalu, Sandakan, Tawau),
Labuan, Sarawak (Kuching, Sibu, Bintulu, Miri) and Muara.

Pay attention to documentation. Correct documentation is the key
to the smooth movement of goods through Saudi ports. There
should be no discrepancy between documents. It is good to vet all
required documents at the draft stage prior to finalization in order
to avoid delayed clearances at customs at the port of entry.
Saudi Arabia has some strict rules which must be followed
without deviation. In case of doubt, it is good to clarify with
Sharaf Shipping Agency with the HS Code of the goods in question
and we will be pleased to assist.
In general, there are some products which require SASO (Saudi
Arabia Standards Organization) certification (mainly all items with
electronics/ready garments, etc.); all kind of food items, medicines, personal products, etc. require SFDA (Saudi Food and Drug
Administration) approval and license. If the planning is done well
with the correct documentation, then clearance is not an issue.
We always request our partners to send a set of draft documents
for checking to ensure that all works out well when the shipment
moves.

AML Shipping’s Feeder Service Ports of Call

What are the main ports of East Malaysia? Please provide
some information about the main export articles out of
these ports.
East Malaysia has what are considered as ‘outports’ to major
international carriers, where the import and export traffic to and
from East Malaysia is transshipped via 3 major hubs: Port Klang /
Singapore / Hong Kong. So, other than direct Hong Kong to/from

Kota Kinabalu (Sabah) and Bintulu/Kuching (Sarawak), all the
international containerized cargo moving in or out of East Malaysia is handled via Port Klang or Singapore.

Are you from East Malaysia yourself Collin? How long have
you work in AML Shipping and what made you originally
take a career in shipping?

The traditional commodities into East Malaysia are consumer
goods, foodstuff, fertilizer (Sabah & Sarawak are some of largest
states in Malaysia, with oil palm plantations), raw materials,
project cargo machinery, etc. Whereas exports out of East Malaysia consist of wood-based products: sawn timber, plywood,
ferroalloy, aluminum products, palm oil, frozen seafood, sago
starch etc.

Yes, I am originally from Sibu, Sarawak. I have been in the
shipping industry for almost 13 years and joined AML shipping in
early 2017.
I reckon the shipping industry is interesting because 90% of the
world’s trade is transported by sea, thus I see many possibilities
and opportunities in shipping.
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Borneo is now more and more
famous as a tourist spot – tell our readers a bit about where
to go/what to see if they plan to visit Borneo.
Undeniably, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Borneo is becoming more
famous with the estimated influx of tourists reaching 3 million in
2017 due to its strategic location and varied flora and fauna it
has to offer.

AML Shipping’s vessel FC No 5 alongside Kota Kinabalu Sepanggar port

In general, the containerized volume for East Malaysia is in favor
of import over export for the major ports namely Kuching, Sibu,
Kota Kinabalu, Sandakan, Tawau, Miri, Labuan, except Bintulu.
A few years back, Sarawak state government’s initiative to industrialize Bintulu has successfully attracted a large amount of
foreign direct investment (FDI), state-backed investments, including Press Metal Berhad, OM Materials, Sakura Ferroalloy, Pertama
Ferroalloy, OCIM etc., to set up mega plants in an industrial area
powered by hydroelectricity called Samalaju.
It has gradually transformed Bintulu into the most active export
port in East Malaysia, with the average export volumes of 7,000
TEUS per month. The major export commodities include ferroalloy,
aluminum products, polysilicon etc. Sabah, on the other hand, is
relatively quiet with dwindling exports due to the scarcity of
wood-based supply.
I understand that you are running a dedicated feeder
service. Tell us about the rotation, capacity, and ports of
call. Does your feeder service also accept breakbulk or
heavy cargoes from time to time?
At present, we have 6 services covering West and East Malaysia:
1. Kuching Express Service (Port Klang – Kuching)
2. East West Link (Pasir Gudang – Port Klang – Kuching –
Bintulu)
3. Sibu Express Service (Pasir Gudang – Port Klang – Sibu)
4. North Borneo Service 1 (Pasir Gudang – Port Klang –
Singapore – Muara – Kota Kinabalu – Bintulu)
5. North Borneo Service 2 (Port Klang – Penang – Port Klang –
Kota Kinabalu – Bintulu)
6. Tawau & Sandakan Service (Pasir Gudang – Port Klang –
Bintulu – Tawau – Sandakan – Bintulu)
Our feeders range in size from 330 – 1080 TEUs (nominal capacity)
and we do accept XXL shipment from time to time.

Photo of our vessel FC No 5 alongside Kota Kinabalu Sepanggar port.

Some must visit places include Tungku Abdul Rahman National
Park (island hopping), Mount Kinabalu Park, Atkinson Clock Tower,
Likas Floating Mosque, just to name a few.
If any of our readers would like to know more about Borneo
and get in touch for matters related to shipping to/from
East Malaysia whom should they contact?
Readers are always welcomed to contact me and we will try to
accommodate their request.
Collin Wong
Manager
collin.sbhbki@aml.com.my
AML Shipping (Sabah) Sdn Bhd
As East M’sia sub-agent for CMA CGM group

Rustic Travel
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
Mr. Peter Stenberg
Managing Director
First of all Peter, you are not from Borneo, where are you
from and how did you end up in Kota Kinabalu?
I am in fact from the small island of Falster, Denmark. So, it’s a
long way from now being in the 3rd biggest island in the world
mostly covered by tropical rainforest. 12 Years ago I came to Kota
Kinabalu and worked 7 years for a Danish producer of
ultra-high-performance concrete specialised in the reinforcement
of offshore platforms. My role was mainly in the supply chain.

From our regional head office in Kota Kinabalu, we supported
projects in Australia and Asia including India and the Middle East.
5 Years ago, the office relocated to Singapore and I had to decide
if I should move along or stay put in Borneo. Living in Borneo with
so many world-class travel destinations it didn’t take me long to
decide I wanted to open a travel agency. This was not a totally
new industry to me. My career started 20 years back when I
worked 5 years for Thomas Cook Northern Europe and held
various positions around Europe ending up working for Thomas
Cook Airlines office in Copenhagen Airport, so it was back to where
it all started for me.

brought them around in the area to try some of the many good
local restaurants.

Lankayan Island Chalet

Elephants Kinabatangan River

For how long have you been active as owner and founder of
Rustic Travel? What are the main activities of your company?

What are the main places to visit in East Malaysia? Are
there any security concerns these days given the fact that
Abu Sayyaf and other groups are active in the south of the
Philippines close to Malaysia?

The company is now 5 years old and we have 3 main activities.
Firstly we offer customized packages in Borneo and West Malaysia
with a combination of wildlife, nature and beach resorts. Secondly,
we have travel agents in Europe and Australia running fixed
departures, where we are the ground handler. Thirdly we organise
conferences and events for companies.

Other companies like to do more activities outside of the resorts
and recently we had board members of a European IT company
that came in and started with jungle trekking and stayed
overnight in a basic traditional longhouse. After a day with white
water rafting and when everybody was tired we had organised
helicopters to pick them up in the middle of nowhere and fly them
to a 5-star island resort where they relaxed for a few days. The
chairman was a very popular person after that.

The main gateway is Kota Kinabalu. It’s also around Kota Kinabalu
where you find most resorts and good beaches. However, for
wildlife and nature experiences a visit to Kinabatangan River near
Sandakan is a must. There is a very high concentration of wildlife
around the river and there is a good chance to see wild orangutans, pygmy elephants, proboscis monkeys, crocodiles, many
exotic birds and other wildlife. A few years back there were some
incidents involving Abu Sayyaf from the southern Philippines, but
a lot of military is now deployed to patrol the sea between Malaysia and Philippines and we have not had any issues involving
tourist for years. Some countries still warn against travels to the
islands closest to the Philippines, but this is not affecting our tour
activities.

Canopy Walkway

Tell us a bit more about what you do in terms of organising
events or outings for companies and give us an example.
We started a couple of years back to organise company events. It
can be anything from companies having an annual manager
meeting, board members annual trip or an incentive trip. We
organise the full package from booking of transfers to hotels,
conference rooms, team building activities etc. From the logistics
world, we did a 5-day package for Martin Bencher Group in a
5-star resort in Kota Kinabalu. It was 5 days packed with meetings
in the morning, afternoon team building activities and at night we

Rhinoceros Hornbill

Being a specialist in Borneo, tell us your trip proposal for a
week for the would-be traveler (not backpacker) and the
average cost.
I would recommend minimum 7-8 days where 4 days should be
around Sandakan and Kinabatangan River with river cruises and
a stay in a nice river lodge. Then, finish in Kota Kinabalu where
you can relax in a very good 5-star resort at reasonable prices. A
package like that would cost around USD 1000 per person.
The average stay for our guests is 12 days since many like to add
on trips to other parts like Kinabalu Park and some beautiful
places with rice fields, waterfalls, and mountains in the interior of
Borneo. Others like diving, biking tours or trekking tours. The good
thing is that there is something for everybody here…except skiing.

MSC Enters Deepsea Ro-Ro Shipping Sector
The Geneva-headquartered carrier will launch a fortnightly ro-ro
service between North Europe and West Africa on 19 February,
with a port rotation of Le Havre-Antwerp-Dakar-Conakry-Abidjan-Le Havre. The service will deploy two vessels, the MSC Immacolata and MSC Cristiana, two pure car- and truck-carrier (PCTC)
sister ships built by STX in Dalian and delivered in 2012 and 2011
respectively, each with a capacity of 6,700 CEU. Read more...

Marine Equipment
MISHA to Install DESMI BWMS Fleet-wide
Danish firm DESMI Ocean Guard A/S said it has finalized a
contract to supply CompactClean ballast water management
systems (BWMS) to the entire fleet of Turkish ship owner MISHA
Shipping. Read more...

Renewables
Italians chase Chile PV, hydro
Italian multinational Building Energy has joined hydroelectric
company Scotta Group in a venture to build and operate renewable energy assets in Chile. Read more...

Colorful coral reef with many fish and sea turtles

I’m sure that some of our readers would like to know more.
How to get to Kota Kinabalu and how to get in touch with
you?
There are many daily flights connecting Kota Kinabalu with Kuala
Lumpur. International flights are coming in from Singapore, Hong
Kong, Jakarta, Manila, Perth and many direct flights from China.
Everyone is more than welcome to email me directly at:
peter@rustic-travel.com
For tour package inspiration I can also recommend a visit to our
website www.rustic-borneo.com
Interviewee:
Mr. Peter Stenberg
Managing Director
peter@rustic-travel.com
Rustic Travel
https://rustic-travel.com/
https://rustic-borneo.com/

Chinese firm to set up solar
PV cell manufacturing unit in AP
CETC Renewable Energy Technology Company, an ancillary of the
diversified China Electronics Technology Group has signed a memorandum of understanding with the Andhra Pradesh Economic
Development Board to set up a solar photovoltaic cell manufacturing plant in Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh. Read more...

Pulp & Paper
Valmet To Supply A Repeat Order Of Opticoncept M
Board Production Line For Pratt Industries
In North America
The order is for Pratt's new greenfield paper mill in Wapakoneta,
Ohio, USA. The mill will use 100% recovered paper to produce
lightweight and high-performance linerboard and corrugated
medium. This will be the second OptiConcept M board production
line for Pratt. Read more...

Shipping News

Plants & Processing

“K” Line takes Delivery of 14000-TEU Containership
“MILANO BRIDGE”

A Chinese company, Wuxi Textiles to build a textile
factory in Dire Dawa City with an investment of
USD 220 million

This new ultra-large containership (hereafter called ULCS) is same
as the series delivered in 2015 and 1st ship of the 2nd generation.
She will be deployed on the Asia-Mediterranean service (MED2)
under THE-Alliance. “K” Line has 5 ULCSs scheduled for delivery
this year, bringing the total to 10 units. Read more...

The first phase of the project is estimated to cost around USD 80
million, according to the company. The factory is going to rest on
a 40 hectare of land adjacent to the Dire Dawa Industrial Park.
Apart from Dire Dawa, Wuxi has an ongoing project in Adama
town in addition to plans to venture into cotton production sector
in Ethiopia. Read more...

Harvest Minerals Limited is stepping up operations at
its Arapua fertiliser project in Brazil with the
addition of a new plant and expansion of the
sales and marketing team
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Four additional knife mills will be added to boost annual production capacity to over 320,000 tonnes and create a single production line. Read more...

Video of the Week
“Your weekly publication is unique and one can recognize
your personal commercial shipping background
which makes it positively different from others
and thus very revealing and valuable.”
Joachim Jarck — Alliance Maritime

Ad Pricing
Overlooking the small breakbulk pier in Kota Kinabalu with 3 freighters
alongside from Vietnam and Cambodia discharging for the big KKCC
convention centre being built by a Chinese construction company.
Later a cruise terminal will replace the breakbulk pier.
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OOG cargo loaded on a flat rack onboard a container ship
destined for Guayaquil, Ecuador.

Quote and Proverb of the Week
"A good head and a good heart are always a
formidable combination"
- Nelson Mandela -

"It is easier to dam a river than to stop the
flow of gossip"
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Get it touch
For editorial contributions contact
bo.drewsen@projectcargo-weekly.com

- Ancient Indonesian Proverb -
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